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A bunch of new "backdoors" into Intel chips have been found by researchers. here are the
initial links to peruse...thanks to

Mark Ermolov, Backdoor - Twitter
https://twitter.com/_markel___/status/1262697753945108480
https://github.com/chip-red-pill/glm-ucode
Screenshot below:

Catalin Cimpanu, Sanctioned - Twitter
https://twitter.com/campuscodi/status/1382677364967096322
https://home.treasury.gov/news/press-releases/jy0127
Screenshot below:

(Please send me important links via my email - not Patreon. I cannot find the original
message with these links.)
So evil Russian hackers have found Intel's backdoors! But how?

Boy! Seems to be alot of Russian computer sceintists in Israel. How many, like Euvgeny
Kaspersky, are old Russian GRU assets and "Illegals"..."Sleeper Cells"?
Even the former Israeli Foreign Minister and Defense Minister - originally from the old
Soviet Union - is a suspected Russian GRU asset.

While Covid is on everyone's lips - and I mean everyone - do you think there might be
"other" subjects we should be talking about?
Covid is highly unlikely to kill you (yet) - but I know something that will. Try no food, no
water, no fuel, no heating oil, no electricity. Do you understand?
Critical Infrastructure - Zohar ZISAPEL, RAD Group

WHO IS RAD GROUP?
Try searching the web for that name and ask how it is, despite pleading and screaming and dancing
and sign languaging Zohar ZISAPEL as THE "RamBam" of the problems we face...not a single
internet hero will utter his name and describe for you what he represents and can do to you - and
then - ask how he was able to attain the position he has? What position is that? How about
PLANETARY WORLD infrastructure protection go to man - from banking to ATM's to military and
civilian encryption to telco's to military encrypted radio's to firewalls for the big corps and electrical
grids and transportation security on and on and on...where is Whitney Webb and James Corbett?
They will not breath his name....but they rant about Gates and Fauci...coz that's where the money is.

https://www.israel21c.org/zohar-zisapel-the-rad-dad-of-the-worlds-telecom-industry/
This is not an ego competition to see who is the greatest narcissistic internet star...this is
about simple survival and "focus". In a world power structure that thrives on diversion,
distraction and misdirection - "Change the story change the lead, it's not a new concept."
Wag The Dog, Robert De'Niro.
Covid is EVERYWHERE. Because they want it EVERYWHERE. Think about it. When I cant
tell the MSM and Alt Media apart on an issue...there is something wrong. Or right. Because
they are both controlled by the same people.
If you didn't know, Intel continues to "fake it till it makes it", promising the world, and
delivering nothing but crap. It's crowing that it's "new" Alderlake 10nm chip design will be
here soon! Just 5 years late...no problem.

AMD streaks ahead, it's 5nm node due out second quarter 2022 and they have 6nm versions
out before the end of the year maybe. Intel crows they can beat AMD in single threaded
performance for 3 seconds of boost...they literally crow about this. You can heat a room with
their chips and they cant make a desktop chip greater than 8 cores right now in any
quantity. That's not a "problem", that's a "industrial catastrophe". I guess Intel's share price
must be plummeting? No! They make VAST profits! Still. How? It's called a horrible "C"
word...Covid.

HOW COVID SAVED INTEL CORPORATION (AND ISRAEL)
Covid and "work from home" has caused an increase in data centers and other internet
infrastructure of every kind by as much as %40 - this is incredible and never seen before.
The issue for data centers and cloud infrastructure is not "get me the most efficient power
saving fast chip out there...", no, it's been..."Get me anything you can!" The greatest
beneficiary of Covid has been Israel on multiple levels from the vaccines it had ready to go,
the work from home effect making spying a breeze and demand for crappy Intel products
greater than any other time in modern history.
You all remember this article...
*Intel CEO: We think of ourselves as an Israeli company as much as a US company*
“I just want to say that it will be centered here in Jerusalem."
Would you like me to read that to you again? What will be centered "here in Jerusalem"?
Right now....everything. They are (literally) shifting the United States high tech industrial
base to Israel, bit by bit. And Intel was at the head of that.
https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/Intel-CEO-We-think-of-ourselves-as-an-Israelicompany-as-much-as-a-US-company-484209
*Intel launches next-gen processors, developed and designed in Israel*
https://www.jpost.com/Business-and-Innovation/Tech/Intel-launches-next-gen-processorsdeveloped-and-designed-in-Israel-477358
*Intel launches new processors that bring AI to the PC, sired by Haifa team*
https://www.timesofisrael.com/intel-launches-new-processors-that-bring-ai-to-the-pc-siredby-haifa-team/
Look at the links above. Israel bragging what geniuses they are! Take them at their word,
[quote] "The processors were developed by Intel’s Israel team in Haifa." That was the
amazing 10nm chips that are still not released on desktop and all they can manage is some 8

core models for low powered laptops the last year. But look at the bragging...[quote] "The
new 10th Gen Intel Core processors, code-named Ice Lake, are now shipping and are
targeted to laptops and PCs. The processors will be in computers by the end of 2019, the
company said in a statement." Guess what....the date is June 2021. You think they might be
running a little late?
So before the disaster was fully recognized, Israel were the "genius designers" and main
fabricators of the amazing new 10nm design. Now that it is the biggest high tech industrial
disaster and backdoor espionage case in history....Israel is keeping a very low profile - no
bragging now. Did you notice?

Intel's woes are are every major tech channel out there, but NONE dare name Israel as the
source of the problem. They will not utter the name except good old Leo from KitGuru
Tech...
https://youtu.be/UMwSAbSm4Cw?t=132
Do you really believe one of the largest and most high tech companies in the world - Intel
Corp - encountered "production problems" on their latest design and now it's 5 years late?
An unheard of number. I have a better theory. But first a quick question...
When high end chips are designed and made they are first done on a small R&D scale. The
proof of concept and production technique must be finalized and only then do you invest
upward of $20 billion dollars - that's billion with a B - on fabrication facilities and
equipment. So, understanding this, do you really believe Intel spent upwards of $20 billion
in total on the 10nm process - centered in Israel - then realized, suddenly...it didn't work?

I have a better theory. I say Intel Israel got caught designing and implementing a state of the
art "flawed" processor that was a walking talking breathing "backdoor" to be placed in every
critical infrastructure point on the planet. They got caught. And the person that caught them
may well be named Christopher Domas.

What happened to Intel Corp in late 2017? A bunch of "backdoors" were found by
researchers. Intel called them "flaws" instead. Intel immediately told the Chinese communist
government of the "problem", but not the US government. Hello? And the Intel CEO Brian
Krzanich sold off a bunch of his shares.
*Senators Fear Meltdown and Specter Disclosure Gave China an Edge*
By not informing the US government in advance of two industry-wide hardware flaws, Intel
may have inadvertently given ammo to China's hackers.
https://www.wired.com/story/meltdown-and-spectre-intel-china-disclosure/
*Intel was aware of the chip vulnerability when its CEO sold off $24 million in company
stock*
https://www.businessinsider.com/intel-ceo-krzanich-sold-shares-after-company-wasinformed-of-chip-flaw-2018-1?op=1&r=US&IR=T
Excuse me? This wasn't exactly put about everywhere was it?
The count is well over 100 "flaws" (backdoors) for Intel while good old AMD hovers
around....4-6, depending on source. Now who do you think put all those "flaws" in the Intel
chip designed since 2006? That would be Intel....Israel. Because that's what Israel does for a
living. Because "the key" is the data center and cloud/corporate market. Thats where all the
juicy info is and the juicy critical infrastructure.
But it is way worse than you know.

INTEL AND GOD MODE UNLOCKED - CHRISTOPHER DOMAS
In August of 2018, a top level computer scientist gave a lecture at the infamous "Black Hat"
geek conference in Las Vegas Nevada. His name is Christopher Domas and I assure you,
you will hear alot about him in the coming years. The name of the lecture was "God Mode
Unlocked - Hardware Backdoors in X86 CPU's".
GOD MODE UNLOCKED - Hardware Backdoors in x86 CPUs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_eSAF_qT_FY
PDF - Hardware Backdoors - Christopher Domas
https://i.blackhat.com/us-18/Thu-August-9/us-18-Domas-God-Mode-Unlocked-HardwareBackdoors-In-x86-CPUs-wp.pdf
Domas casually explains in moderate layman terms for the non geek how there is a literal
"tiny microprocessor" within the main processor that operates with it's own Operating
System and command line giving full and total back door access to any system where the
chip is installed. Think about it.

Domas uses the example of the VIA X86 chip used in industrial controllers - it is the same
basic design as both the Intel and AMD chips. You see where Domas is going with this? He
says this in the video description:
"This talk will demonstrate what everyone has long feared but never proven: there are
hardware backdoors in some x86 processors, and they're buried deeper than we ever

imagined possible. While this research specifically examines a third-party processor, *we use
this as a stepping stone to explore the feasibility of more widespread hardware backdoors*."
Domas demonstrates bypassing all security levels and accesses the root of the system in
approximately one minute. This is a security catastrophe and maybe now you understand
what is happening in the world right now?
Right now Intel still dominates for various reasons, none of which include superior
technology - just bad habit and most of all - massive chip shortages and one other factor AMD is produced 100 miles from the shores of Communist controlled China in Taiwan and
every day without fail, the CCP spews forth the venom that Taiwan will be there's along
with the greatest high end chip manufacturer on the planet - Taiwan Semi Conductor TSMC.
*A Chinese invasion of Taiwan would be a bloody, logistical nightmare*
https://www.cnn.com/2019/06/23/asia/taiwan-china-invasion-intl-hnk/index.html
Do you think Israel, which has a very close relationship with the Chinese government, might
be encouraging the CCP to increase the venom towards Taiwan? Why? Because a
continuous supply chain makes any corporate procurement officer very happy and despite
the vast superiority of AMD processors, the fear is that TSMC will end up in the hands of
the CCP or...destroyed in a battle for Taiwan. So you can see Israel has a vested interest in
supply chain fears - and you can bet Israel will have a solution for the problem is loves
creating. It specializes in this business technique.

*In Beijing, Netanyahu looks to ‘marry Israel’s technology with China’s capacity’*
https://www.timesofisrael.com/in-beijing-netanyahu-looks-to-marry-israels-technologywith-chinas-capacity/
*How Israel Used Weapons and Technology to Become an Ally of China*
https://www.newsweek.com/china-israel-military-technology-beijing-jerusalem-sauleisenberg-weapons-607117
*China needs technology and Israel can provide it - here's how*
https://www.jpost.com/Israel-News/The-growing-Israel-China-tech-relationship-595969
*The U.S.-China-Israel Technology Triangle*
https://www.cfr.org/blog/us-china-israel-technology-triangle

HOW DEEP DOES THE RABBIT HOLE GO?
Domas explains that patents often give you great information as he dug deeper into this
incredible back door which included separate tiny processors buries deep within the main

processor. One X86 patent states:
"Additionally, accessing some of the internal control registers can enable the user to bypass
security mechanisms. e.g...allowing ring 0 access at ring 3. In addition, these control registers
may reveal information that the processor designers wish to keep propriety. For these
reasons, the various X86 processor manufacturers have not publicly documented and
description of the address or function of some control MSR's." PATENT NUMBER US8341419
Its right there in the patent - a backdoor into the heart of the Operating System kernel and
total control of a computer, industrial process controller or entire computer network.

Domas explains the DEC, or Deeply Embedded Core, a cpu within the main cpu, embedded
alongside the X86 core. This is incredible and frightening.
Although Domas includes all X86 processors as vulnerable and part of the research, he
focused his initial inquiries on VIA X86 chips and they are used in Point of Sale Devices,
Kiosks, ATM's, Gaming, Digital Signage, Healthcare, Digital Media, Industrial
Automation***, PC's.
I first went after this subject in February of 2018 from my windowless hotel room in China
Town, downtown Kuala Lumpur Malaysia.
VIDEO 18. ISRAELI DRONES WORLD WIDE - HOW ISRAEL RUSSIA, IRAN & CHINA
WORK TOGETHER
https://www.bitchute.com/video/lJReTtFHdhdW/
https://www.brighteon.com/4b2e90fa-60eb-4666-b617-3616bd3f89d2
It starts at 43:05 minutes in and goes after the Intel Management Engine and AMD Platform

Security processor but then the much deeper problem, the DEC, or ARC processor jointly
funded by Goldman Sachs and others.
This is total control of the worlds computer networks. Any idea who might have put all
these processes in since 2006 at their Israeli fabrication facility? Does this explain Israel's
complete and over the top cockiness? Their brazen mockery of America? Is this how
Israel holds the world to ransom acting as the hit man for Rothschild City of London
capital? A system, like the DEC, or Deeply Embedded Core operating at the deep levels
beyond nation states and governments and their departments like MI6, CIA, NSA, GCHQ
and even the Mossad itself? A Rothschild private equity back door of backdoors...and did
Christopher Domas catch them out at their Israel Intel facility?
Does this not explain the Intel 10nm catastrophe? Should we really believe the Intel
engineers built $20 billion worth of infrastructure and R&D and then found out one
day..."woops! It doesn't work." :-( I don't think so.
Just how safe do you really think your crypto is knowing this?
How is it myself and 10 other "nobody people" bleated on about this and we got
nowhere...where were the internet stars? But now we have "Covid".

What luck! They hit the trifecta!

Biological warfare was bought forward out of desperation to do a few things...save
Israel financially - it leads the world in all new tech surrounding the issue from
vaccines to the computers and apps needed to power Klaus's "4th Industrial
Revolution." Just like post 911, Israel was ready to go with the tech. Well, post Covid,

Israel - yet again - is ready to save us from the new terrorist virus.
Covid has also distracted the entire planet and critical information networks,
holding them in thrall. Where is the focus on Israel and its non stop espionage and
relationship with the CCP? They bought the 2027 SPARS pandemic plague operation
forward seven years in desperation - that's what they did.

https://www.brighteon.com/05daea09-f57b-41af-b5ac-deb326a7e730
With Henry Kissinger managing Trump via Jared Kushner and Kushner initially being ear
marked for a run at the 2028 presidential election...you can see where I'm going with all this
and like the Intel backdoor, me thinks its not going all there own way. Note the explosion of
Kissinger exposes now online? Everywhere?
A Kissinger combo gift of SPARS 2027, Kushner and Russian Chabad Lubavitch 2028
presidency...roll onto Agenda 2030 and order out of chaos and the new communist
revolution - Communitarian Law and UN Smart City Habitat System iOS Smart Gulags...it
was 1917 all over again and it did not go to plan.

Foreign Affairs Inbox: Amitai Etzioni discusses Communitarianism
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YGnAs5jOfA4
Communitarianism - Behind the Green Mask of Rosa Koire
https://nikiraapana.blogspot.com/2013/12/behind-green-mask-of-rosa-koire.html?m=1

Give yourself a pat on the back.
Lets go over all of this Saturday morning "IF" I am allowed too. Only on Boxcast.
https://boxcast.tv/view/58-how-the-covid-virus-saved-intel--israel---the-greatest-espionagecase-in-history---israel--intel-backdoor-the-planet-459231
regards,
Brendon

